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In September of 1969, James E. Allen, Jr., then
United States Commissioner of Education, designated the
1970's as the Right to Read decade. Recognizing reading
ability as a skill necessary to all areas of learning,
Allen initiated an intensive nationwide attack against
reading deficiency •
• • .we should i.mrediately set for ourselves the goal of
assuring that by the end of b'1e 1970 's the right to read
shall be a :reality for all--that no one shall be leC\ving
our schools witmut the skill and the desire necessary to
read to the full limits of his capacity. 1
This Right to Read goal involves the secondary
as well as the elementary school. The minimum age for
leaving school is sixteen in most states; thus Allen's
call to action "clearly implies the reading levels and
interests that can be attained by young adults at the
peak of their capabilities."2
IJames E. Allen, Jr., "The Right to Read--Target
for the 70's," Journal of Reading 13 (November 1969): 97.
2"Redefining the Right to Read," Journal of Reading
14 (January 1971): 219.
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More than the functional li~eracy achieved by the average
elementary reader is involved. Y~u~g people must learn
to use reading not only as a tool for learni~g but also
as an aid to thinking.
For too many years, teachers and school officers
believed reading was an elementary school subject. Al-
though some unfortunately still hold to this tenet, now
there is "an increased awareness that reading skills in-
crease in difficulty ••• and that many learners are not
ready to be taught the higher critical reading skills
before high school." 1 Therefore, th'e secondary reading
program is a topic of primary concern to those who have
accepted Allen's call to action.
Statement of the Problem
Secondary developmental reading ·programs prior
to 1970 were too often characterized by their absence.
As the need for such programs pegan to be gradually
recognized, their implementation was marked by experi-
mentation, diversity and honest confusion as to the
form such programs should take.
lRobert G. Aukerman, Reading in the Secondary
School, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972),
p. 3.
3
As the Right .to Read decade approached the half-way mark,
Artley emphasized the need to see the "emergence of a
consensus as to what a developmental program should do,
the dimensions that comprise it, and the organizational
structure that will most effectively achieve these
objectives."l Therefore, it was the intent of this
writer to review current literature concerning the
developmental reading program in the secondary school.
Such literature was examined to determine if any con-
sensus of opinion had emerged as to the need, nature,
implementation and feasibility of such a program.
Scope and Limitations of the Study
Current literature was taken to mean those books
and articles published within the Right to Re~d decade,
1970 to the present time. It was recognized that such
sources might well include program descriptions or
articles originally published prior to 1970. Their
inclusion in this paper was justified inasmuch as their
choice by editors or compilers was based upon the time-
I1ness of the message and their very real applicability
to the present educational scene.
lA. Sterl Artley, "Are Secondary Developmental
Reading Programs Feasible?" in fhe Quest for Competency in
Teaching Reading, ed: Howard A. Klein (Newark, Delaware:
lnternational Reading Association, 1972), p. 81.
4
The growing popularity of the middle school and
the 6-3-3 organizational plan dictated that the term
secondary should include both junior and senior high
schools, grades seven through twelve.
The term developmental was defined as that
program which "has as its purpose the systematic and
sequential development of reading competencies and
interests on the part of all students toward increas-
ingly higher levels of maturity, using content of
increasing difficulty and complexity."l Such a pro-
gram would be in contradistinction to remedial and
corrective F)'i~'ograms in that it is for all learners
i~cluding those who are progressing normally in reading
in relation to their capacities.
In light of James Allen's declaration that
"there is no higher nationwide priority in the field
of education that the provision of the right to read
for all", 2 it must be recognized that secondary con-.
tributions to Right to Read are as essential to those
of the lower grades, perhaps more so for previous
attention has focussed primarily upon the elementary
level. It was the intent of this paper to offer one
small contribution to the secondary Right to Read effort.
lIbid., p. 74.
2Allen, "Right to Read," p. 97.
CHAPTER II
THE NEED FOR READING INSTRUCTION
ON THE SECONDARY LEVEL
The Need for Reading Instruction in Contemporary Society
'Before a discussion concerning the role of
reading instruction in the secondary school can be
initiated, it is fitting that the importance of reading
in contemporary society be reaffirmed. That reading
ability is a vital need of modern man is not a disputed
question. Educators unanimously agree with Rosewell's
statement: "Sheer survival in this fast, technical,
success-oriented society is frequently dependent, at
least in part, on reading performance. "I People read
for information necessary to their job performances or
their roles as thinking, acting citizens and such
"rational cognitive needs remain among the most impor-
tant reasons for teaching reading. ,,2
Ipaul T. Rosewell, "We All Teach Reading,"
Clearing House 48 (December 1973): 213.
2Theodore L. Harris, "The Future of Reading,"
in Reading for All. ed: Robert Karlin (Newark, Delaware:
InternatiQnal Reading Association, 1973), p. 10.
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People also read for personal joy and satisfaction and
Harris finds "in this realm of human motives ... a greater
need and a greater hope for the future of reading."l
Few, if any, voices are raised against the need
for reading ability although some timidly suggest that a
growing emphasis upon audio-visual media may cause a
diminution of that need. However, reading is a medium
subject to control by the reader who determines what,
where, when, why, how and how fast he reads, a control
not totally possible wi th audio-visual' instruments.
"Although a great deal of learning can be achieved
quickly through use of video media, the printed page
still remains the prime means of input, storage, and
retrieval of knowledge and culture. ,,2
Various authorities and agencies offer alarming
figures to demonstrate that not all citizens of our country
possess the ability to fulfill their need to read. Allen,
in his Right to Read address, stated that there were more
than three million illiterates among the adult population
and that about half of 'our unemployed youth from the ages
of sixteen to twenty-one were functionally ill~terate.
Poor reading is repeatedly designated as the cause for
school drop-outs.
lIbid., p. 11
2Aukerman, Reading in Secondarl School, p. 2
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This fact is even more frightening when viewed in light of
Allen's revelation that three-fourths of the juvenile
offenders in New York City were two or more years retd..rded
in reading.
Such deficiencies were not limited to academic
failures. A survey conducted by the United States Office
of Education and The National Council of Teachers of
English showed that in some geographic areas, fifteen per-
cent of the high school graduates read orally and silently
with minimal proficiency and that thirty to forty percent
were below acceptable levels for twelfth graders. The prob-
:lem.... reaches into all areas. Figures released by the Armed
Forces and quoted by Allen revealed that sixty-eight percent
of the young men enrolled in a ,program called Project 100,000
fell below grade seven in reading and academic abilities.
Ruth Holloway offered an alarming summation of the problem•
. • •the United States is plag"'lEd with reading p:roblems.
Tnere are 18.5 million adult AIrericans who are considered
functionally illiterate .•.•The United States today is a
a:>untry where three 'out of every ten students are reading
belON their expectation levels and belaY their capabilities.
And in the big cities, the problem is worse. Up to l1.alf the
sttrlents are reading below level. l .
Such facts have aroused the careful and immediate attention
of those whose prime responsibility it is to develop and
strengthen the all important skill or reading.
IRuth Love Holloway, "The Worldwide Right to Read,"
in Reading for All. ad: Robert Karlin (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1972) p. 27.
The Need for Developmental Reading Instructio~
in Secondary School
For many years, reading was universally accepted
as an elementary school subject and was classified with
such basic learning tasks as cursive writing and memori-
zation of the multiplication tables. After World War II,
emphasis upon pragmatic and compulsory secondary education
led educators to a "recognition of the complexity of the
reading process on both the high school and college level."l
It was admitted that certain reading skills needed defer-
ment until the maturity of high school age was gained and
that others needed extension and strengthening during these
secondary ye_ars.
Educators have carre to accept that reading instruction and
learning to read are lifelong, sequential, and developrrental
processes, extending from kindergarten through high school,
cx:>llege and adult life••••rle have corre to accept that direct
teaching of reading skills must P:r:o<:Eed in an unbroken line
from first grade through twelfth, buttressed by the applica-
tion of skills in every subject where reading is a signifi-
cant neans of learning. 2
lRuth Strang, "Progress in the Teaching of Reading
in High School and College," in Teaching Reading Skills in
Secondary Schools: Readings, ed: Arthur V. Olson and Wilbur S.
Ames (Scranton, Pennsylvania: International Textbook Company,
1970), p. 18.
2Emerald Dechant, Reading Improvement in the Secondary




Such a consensus of opinion was a logical one
in view of the difficult and varied reading tasks which
our high school students must perform, tasks that cannot
be adequately developed in the elementary school. Read-
ing the average content field textbook 'presents a challenge
in itself. Many topics are quite remote from the experience
of the pupils. Unfamiliar concepts and vocabulary coupled
with different sentence structure and complex diagrams com-
pound the problem. The "tight packing of facts and the
overall coverage"l of the books which form the major source
of information for most content instruction requires a high
level of reading maturity.
In an age where knowledge in' anyone subject field
is accumulated at an astounding rate, students cannot be
expected to gain and remember in their high school years
all the information they will need in their adult life.
Instead they must learn to use reading as a tool.
Our <X>rnnon goal as. teachers is to product students who
can find significant material about relevant matters and
then read with comprehension and discernrrent what the mater-
ial says. Since it must be obvious to us all that we cannot
impart enough facts or information to equip students for sur-
vival in the tedmological world of torrorrow, our job as
teachers must be to help stu:1ents become ind.ependently skill-
ful in using the tools of learning. 2
lHelen Huus, "A Total Program of Reading for
Children," in The Quest for Competency in Teaching.
Reading, ed: Howard A. Klc:';i1 (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading As:s!Qcia'tion, 1972), p. 60.
2Kenneth VandermeuJ
Sf~condary School," Readi.!!.~}_
n, "Reading in the
zons 12 (Fall 1971): 33.
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Study skills of a compl~xity far above those learned by
normal or bright elementary youngsters are thus required.
Where will such skills be introduced and practiced if not
in the academic environment that requires them? Modern
educational methodology also places increasing emphasis,
upon such abilities.
The opEm class:room, with its enphasis on inqui:ry rrethods
and inde]?Emdent study, far from diminishing the need for
excellent reading/study sJdlls, puts a higher premium up::>n
them. The freedom of the o~n classroom demands s]<:ills as
well as resp::>nsibility, and where these are lack:i"ng, stu-
(Jents are soon idle and parents are soon oomplain!ng.l
Thus, at the beginning of the Right to Read
decade, the secondary reading concept was firmly estab-
lished among educators. "We now realize that not even
the brightest youngster in the best of schools can learn
all he needs to know about reading by the end of six or,
eight years of schooling.,,2
The Need for Developmental Reading' Instruction
in the Secondary Schools Qf the 70's
Acceptance by educators of the importance of
developmental reading instructions within the secondary
curriculum did not automatically guarantee the meeting
of such a need.
lMargaret J. Early, "Taking Stock: Secondary
Reading in the 70's," Journal of Reading 16 (February
1973): 368.
2Dechant, Reading Improvement, p. 5
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In the years foll'owing World War II, secondary reading
programs were established and extended; related articles
appeared in increasi~g numbers in educational journals
and recognition of the problem became widespread. Reme-
dial activities designed to alleviate the more glaring
deficiencies were naturally the first to be implemented
but the obvious need of all secondary students for read-
ing guidance gradually led to the establishment of some
developmental progran~. Unfortunately, at the beginning
of the Right to Read decade and indeed at the present
time, much remains to be done in the area of developmental
reading.
In sf>ite of the gradual establislurent of the secondary
reading conrept during the past three decades, and even
considering the upsurge in secondal:y p:rogram nurrbeFs which
has occurred in rerent years, professional euphoria about
the present status of secondal:y reading prograns is hardly
warranted. 1
Hill's 1970 report on the status of secondary
reading activity was based upon twenty-five surveys pub-
1ished between 1941 and 1970. The emphasis in these sur- ~
veys was planned program activity; incidental reading
instruction which might take place during content instruc-
tion was not considered as planned.
IWalter Hill. Characteristics of secondar~ Reading:
1940-1970 (Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Reproduct10n Service,
ED 049 887, 1970), p. 5.
About one-half of the secondary schools surveyed offered
such planned activity, most often on the junior high level.
However, such figures offer no cause for optimism.
Surveys also have a tendency to mask the vitality of
re};X)rted prograns: the program is re};X)rted regardless of
its size, quality, or impact tqX>n the school structure.
Under these circumstances, a simple ma.jority of secondary
schools with sc.::ma type of operating program seerrs like ~
snall :return for three decades of pI:Ofessional ooncern.
Bowren I s 1970 stlldy of existing secondary
reading programs in New Mexico was based upon a
questionnaire sent to 217 high schools. Reading
programs were reported in seventy-nine but the ,emphasis
was heavily remedial. A thirty percent random sampling
was chosen for personal visitation by the investigator
who sadly reported that, for the most part, programs
"tended to operate haphazardly, overloaded with ,cases,
inadequately staffed and financed, with little admini-.
strative understanding or backing. ,,2 Administrators
willingly admitted the existence of a reading problem
but few seemed willing to commit themselves to action.
Bowren concluded that there was an "astounding lack of
concern on the part of secondary educators regarding the
need for reading services to reach all secondary school
pupils in all curricular areas.,,3
lIbid.,p. 10.
2p • F. Bowren, "The Status of Reading Services in




Farr, Laffey and Brown investigated the nature
and extent of the reading program in junior and senior
high schools in the state of Indiana. The survey, sent
to all secondary schools, received a reply from eighty-
three percent of 550 schools. Seventy-nine percent of
the respondents reported a developmental program and
fifty-six percent of this figure claimed that it received
the greatest emphasis. This apparently positive report
is somewhat cloude<1- }Jy additional figures. In seventy-
three percent of the schools, the English teacher was
assigned the basic responsibility for developmental
reading instruction yet secondary English teachers in
the state of Indiana wert'" required to take courses
in reading education.
In 1971, Boyle examined the state of secondary
reading services in Florida. Due to an increase in federal
aid and a "growing recognition of the need for reading
instruction at upper levels of the public school system,,,l
programs had been initiated or expanded. The questionnaire
was sent to one hundred randomly selected schools. Forty
schools with a population of more than one thousand re-
sponded and twenty-two of these reported a developmental
program.
lsusan Boyle, "Trends in Florida High School Reading
Programs," Journal of Reading 14 (February 1971): 299.
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Nine reported,a comprehensive program offering remedial,
developmental and advanced services~ Twenty-six ~chools
with a pop~lation of less than one thousand replied to
the questionnaire. Seven reported a developmental and
four a comprehensive program. The emphasis, however,
was upon remedial.
In 1971, Vandermue1len sent letters to princi-
pals of 200 Michigan high schools and reported that
although eighty-seven percent of the respondents
"indicated a sincere concern on the part of admini-
stration,,,l yet only one-third of their schools could
offer any course developed for the purpose of aiding
reading improvement. This included remedial activity.
A more recent dual survey was conducted by Freed'
,
and reported in 1974. Survey I was sent to fifty state
departments of education to the person r~sponsible for
reading instruction at the secondary state level. Survey
II was directed toward randomly selected school districts
throughout the country. The majority of state departments
did not set a minimum number of weekly class hours to be
devoted to reading instruction. No such requirements for
junior high schools were reported by ninety percent of the
respondents; no such requirements for senior high schools
were reported by ninety-eight percent of the respondents.
lvandermuellen, "Reading in the Secondary Schools, I'
p. 33.
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However, many stated that elective courses were in
operation. The districts went beyond state require-
ments in establishi~g required reading courses. Fifty-
five percent of the respondents required reading acti-
vity in junior high and twenty-two percent in senior
high. Forty-nine percent of those who did not require
reading courses reported the availability of elective
work~
When asked to classify the provided reading
activity according to developmental, corrective, reme-
dial, advanced or other, eighty-nine percent of state
and district respondents emphasized thedevelopmental.
Unfortunately, inasmuch as no survey guidelines were
set for the above classification, the definition of,
developmental activity probably varied considerably.
In addition, Hill's warning of the masking effect of
survey results must apply to these seemingly more
optimistic figures. The researcher concluded by citing
that ninety-eight percent of the states admitted the
need to expand or improve their programs. "The most
encouraging aspect of the findings is the acknowledged
need for change." 1 The writer did not find such a con-
elusion encouraging.
lBarbara F. Freed, "Secondary Iteading--State
of the Art," Journal of Reading 17 .(December 1974):
201.
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The need for change and improvement has been a growing con-
cern for at least twenty years, a concern that could well be
said to have reached maturity by the beginni~g of the Right
to Read decade. Therefore, consciences can no longer be
salved by soberly admitting a need. It is time to move be-
yond to the change itself.
The surveys merely indicated the presence or ab-
sence of reading activity. Figures concerning high school
reading achievement that were quote(} in tlle preceding part
of this chapter seemed to indicate a sad lack of effective-
ness on the part of existing secondary reading programs.
This view was reflected by Zimmerman, wl'lO stated that "there
is a growing body of eVidence, derived from graded, high
school, and college levels of education, that a great many
,
students are not efficient and effective in either oral or
silent reading--a major mode of modern communication."l
Dechant, in providing a rationale for his,latest
book, Reading Improvement in the Secondary School, claimed
that "even among those who are reading at their level of
ability, there are too many whose reading ability is not
adequate for reading the textbook and the reference materi-
als used ,on their grade level.,,2
IHoward C. Zimmerman. Eagles or Ostriches: A
Q,?~stion of Reading' in Secondary ancr-iI'I9"her Education
(Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED ~43 469, 1970), p. 1.
2Dechant, Reading Improvement, p. 8.
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Mass secondary education has enticed a greater number of
students to rema n in school. This and the prevalence of
social promotions has resulted in an overall intellectual
potential somewhat less than that of forty years ago.
Added to this is the undeniably fine teaching done in the
elementary schools which naturally increases the range
of differences on anyone high school level. The result
is a situation in which, Dechant asserts, Ita wise dis-
crepancy exists between what is actually being done and
what could be done."l
Colleges have been adding more weight to the
evide tiJnassed agai~st the viability of our secondary
school reading programs. The University of Delaware
Learning Skills Center analyzed the reading and study
,
habirs of 302 freshman who demonstrated learning problems.
I;'ailtLte of these college students to develop sound learn-
ing strategy was "by no means confined to students with
marginal abilities. Often thos,e who demonstrated a high
level of achievement in high school perform considerably
below expectations as university freshman. Part of this
situation is probably due to lack of adequate training in
learning skills at the secondary level.,,2
lIbid., p. 9.
2Don Butcofsky, "Any Learning SJ<ills Taught in
High School?" Journal of Reading 15 (December 71): 195.
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Data from the University of Toledo offered
similar results. Referrals from freshman English
classes for remedial instruction have reached as
high as ten percent. Twenty to twenty-five percent
of students registered in community and technical
colleges also demonstrated a need for remedial help.l
Perhaps the greatest indication that existing
programs in secondary schools have not as yet provided
an acceptable solution lies in the vast amount of
articles to be found in educational journals decrying
a lack of secondary reading ability and offering
possible sOlutions. The writer has followed with great
interest newspaper reports indicative of parental and
community dissatisfaction concerning reading progress
in the cities of Milwaukee and Chicago and does not
doubt similar disenchantment prevails in other cities.
A need has been isolated and its priority agreed upon,
yet the need apparently remains unfulfilled. What
forces, if any, are working toward that fulfillment and
what progress, if any, has been made? These questions
will be considered in the following chapters.
lZimmerman, Eagles or Ostriches.
CHAPTER III
THE NATURE OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM
IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
Factors Influencing the Developmental Reading
Program in the Secondary School
L1ttle disagreement, if any, exists among reading
clut:llorities regarding the nature of the term "developmental."
Developmental reading has as its primary purpose the improve-
ment of reading skills. It prov~des "activities ••• in which
the main PUl:.~pose of the 'teacher is to bring about an improve-
ment in reading skills ,-- activities in which learning to
read is the main goal. "I In the secondary schoo,l, develop-
mental reading programs "extend those skills introduced in
the elementary schools and ••. develop those demanded by the
more complex materials and learning tasks in high school.,,2
Such a program is offered to all students and aims toward
the achievement of each learner according to his capability.
A familiar argument exists concerning the imple-
mentation of the developmental program.
lHelen Huus, "An International Challenge," in
'" Improving Reading Ability Around the World., ed: Dorothy
Kendall Bracken and Eve Malmquist (tJewark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1971), p. 4.
2Dechant, Reading Improvement, p. 14.
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Should it take the form of direct skill instruction in
reading and/or English classes or is a fusion of reading
and study skills with content classes a more desirable
approach? For almost thirty years, since the recognition
of a need for secondary developmental reading, authorities
have discussed the merits of each.
In the past thirty years, the status of reading instruc-
tion in the secx:>ndaJ:y school has dlanged very little. In
1972 as in 1941, we are still debating the rrerits of special
reading services and urging the whole school faculty to
teach reading in the CX)ntent fields. 1
Before either viewpoint can be considered in depth, those
factors that influence the developmental program, what-
ever iL IU, \'larrant examination.
Dechant felt that a major stumbling block to the
organization of a good developmental program was the lack
of a set pattern to follow. He recognized that secondary
schools should develop programs to meet their individual
needs and that the resulting diversity would be desirable,
but he emphasized that "there must be a master plan. With-
out it, the special programs for developmental teaching
are liable to be nothing more than a conglomerate of bits
and pieces. ,,2 Professional literature reflects his concern
and there is evidence to indicate the emergence of a pattern
in the form of those elements recognized as essential to
the successful developmental program.
lEarly, "Taking Stock," p. 364.
20echant, ~eadin9: I~TIJ?r0-2~5~;,ncn;t, p. 116.
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,Program planning according to individual condi-
tions. That a secondary program "must be tailormade for
the school in which it is housed"l is an important recog-
nition in itself. Despite the continuing debate concern-
ing the form which program implementation should take,
the emphasis is beginning to be placed upon a program
organized with such considerations in mind as individual
school size, teacher competency, range of student abili-
ties, et cetera. Descriptions of successful programs
often offer such a rationale for the form of their read-
ing curriculum. "There is no way to prescribe a program
that will meet the needs of all schools.,,2 However,
authorities do agree that successful developmental pro-
grams share a certain commonality of factors and, as
mentioned previously, this commonality could well be
Dechant's master plan.
Goal emphases. What specific skills should be
developed and extended by the secondary program? Vari-
ous authorities offer skill lists of great similarity
and it can be concluded that any reading skill needed





Huus, among others, pointed out the importance of a study
skill orientation when she said that "learning how to
study has often not been given enough attention in ele-
mentary and secondary schools."l Yet the promotion of
reading-study competency is only one facet of the sec-
ondary developmental program. "Personal reading must
be an important part of the curriculum. ,,2
Secondary programs have tended to emphasize
"intensive skill implementation and have forgotten to
develop the art or joy of reading."3 It is unrealistic
to expect all adolescents to become competent students.
For example, in speaking of the many illiterate chil-
frenfound in American high schools, Early stated:
liThe most optimistic goal for the average adol~scent
illiterate is that he will become a reader, not a stu-
dent.
1HUUS , itA Total Program of Reading," in The
Quest for -Competency, p. 61.
2Helen M. Robinson, "Significant Unsolved
Problems in Reading," Journal of Reading 14 (November
1970): 136 •
3Richard M. Petre, "Readi.ng Breaks Made It
in Maryland," Journal of Reading 15 (December 1971):
191·.
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This means that the total effort should be to get him to
read--anything."l Fostering interest in reading is as
important, if not more important, than promoting skill
competence. Without the former, what competence might
be gained will soon be lost through lack of practice.
Thus the successful developmental program has two major
emphases: development of reading skill and reading interest.
In formulating goals for a secondary program,
authorities are beginning to agree with Etr_ang that "instruc-
tion in reading has been too general."2 Dolan cautioned
that educators must distingui~h between "course descriptions
(what a course is about) and course objectives (what stu-
dents should be able to do after completing a course) .,,3
A course description can well consist of a list of general
,
skills intended for emphasis. A successful program, how-
ever, requires "carefully designed behavioral objectives
and goals.,,4
ll'largaret J. Early, "Reading in and Out of the
English Curriculum," in Teaching Reading Skills in Secondary
Schools: Readings, ed: Arthur V. Olson and Wilbur S. Ames
(Scranton, Pennsylvania: International Textbook Company,
1970), p. 244.
2Strang, "Progress in the Teaching of Reading,"
in Teaching Reading Skills, p. 22.
3Sister Mary Edward Dolan, "Basic Assumptions
and Problems in Secondary Reading," in The Quest for
Competency in Teaching Reading, ed: Howard A. Klein
Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association,
1971), p. 88.
4nonovan Lumpkin, Strengthening Reading at the
Sec;nn .. ry Level (Bethf.~s(lil, Md.: 1-4,;RIC Document Reproduc-
t- '. \~j, ~ '·,~'1 t::t:; ;"-rfr) 0 h 11 f.. ~. f) "1 ~) ~" i ..
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It must be clear \..n1Y the program exists, and its purpose,
goals, and objectives must be closely identified and
stated behaviorally. 1
Dolan felt that the obvious movement toward behavioral
objectives "seems to indicate that ••. secondary develop-
mental reading programs can no longer be directionless.,,2
Administrative and staff involvement. Little
progress toward the development ofa secondary program will
be made without "administrative conviction, direction and
provisioIl. ,,3 Adams and Shtlman stated that lithe main and
most important ingredient in initiating a secondary school
reading program is imaginative leadership.,,4 Bowren's
survey of the status of reading programs in New Mexico
concluded that the factor "most influential on either the
existence of reading program or the quality of that program,
was the availability and utilization of trained personnel
for program administration. ,~5.
IDechant, Reading Improvement, p. 119.
2Sister Mary Edward Dolan: Secondary Develop-
mental Reading Prograrns--Are They Feasible? (Bethesda,
Md.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 054 911,
1971), p.- 10.
3Dechant, Reading Improvement, p. 119
4Anne H. Adams and R. Baird Shuman, "Sinning to
Build an A~tmosphere for Secondary School Reading," Journal
of Reading 16 (October 1972): 24.
5Bowren, "The Status of Reading Services," p. 115.
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A major problem facing the initiation of a secondary pro-
gram is the dearth of qualified personnel to guide as well
as teach the reading process.
No matter how dedicated the administrative staff
might be, little can be accomplished without a staff able
-"to exhibit competency in reading."l Malmquist claimed
that many research studies "indicate that the teacher is
a more important variable in reading instruction than are
teaching meth0<:ls and instructional materials. ,,2 Lumpkin
visited a nUJ~er of secondary schools to determine the
quality of their reading programs. He concluded that the
degree of contact between teacher and learners "was a
variable of significant magnitude in schools visited.,,3
That the most expensive facilities and complete materials
are not sufficient to insure the success of a reading pro-
gram was aptly explained by McCullough who stated:
Answer keyes tell them whether they are right. But
who tells them why they are right or wrong? Who shavs them
hCM to find the clues arld haY to a:>rrect their strategies
when they try the next paragraph?4
1Dechant, Reading Improvement, p. 119.
2Eve Malmquist , "Perspectives on I{eading Research,"
in Reading for All. ed: Robert Karlin (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1973), p. 152.
3Lumpkin, Strengthening Reading, p. 8.
4Constance McCullough, "Promoting Reading Ability
at All Levels," in Reacling for ~l~t., e(l: R,ob(? t Karlin
(Newark, Delaware: International Re{~J(ii l\,ssociation, 1973),
p. 123.
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Adequate funding. Although the administrator
responsible for the funding of reading programs will
agree with the foregoing, he will certainly insist
upon emphasizing the importance of adequate funding.
Vandermeulen's survey of Michigan high school princi-
pals, indicated that while a majority displayed an
interest in receiving further ideas for program imple-
mentation or improvement, their first consideration
was, "but how much will it cost?"l Boyle's sur'tJ~d;l of
Florida reading programs concluded that "availability
of funds determined to a great extent the type of pro-
gram. Without adequate funding, reading instruction
cannot be fully developed and coordinated into the
major areas of the curriculum.,,2 Farr, Laffey and
Brown's examination of Indiana reading programs re-
vealed that the greatest impediment to program develop-
ment seemed to be financial, the cost of material and
personnel having been deemed a serious problem by
administrators. ,,3
Ivandermeulen, "Reading in the Secondary Schools,"
p. 33.
2Boyle, "Trends in Florida," p.
3R• Farr, J. Laffey, and R. Brown, "Secondary
Reading Programs in Indiana: Status and Needs," Journal
of Reading 13 (January 1970) :pp. 269-74, 317-19.
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No one denies the importance of funding, yet
it must be emphasized that expenditure of funds is not
synonymous with quality. "Money alone cannot create
top flight reading programs. "I Bowren's examination'
of reading programs in New Mexico led ~im to conclude
that there was no support "for the assumption that in-
adequate funding causes inadequate reading services. 112
Teacher creativity does much to bridge the gap between
the ideal and the actual in fund avai j.r3.bili ty. The
successful use of the newspaper and magazine is only
one example of inexpensive yet eminently workable
materials. A recent article by Criscuolo described
ways to cut program costs and may well be a forerunner
in a series of such articles attempting to deal with
the needs of education in an inflationary society.,,3
The paramount problem appears not to be one of funding
but rather of attitudes and commitment.,,4
Multi materials and methods. When discussing
both materials and methods, the important word is "Multi."
INicholas .P. Criscuolo, "Quality Reading Programs
at Bargain Basement Prices," Journal of Reading 18 November
1974): p. 127.
2Bowren, "The Status of Reading Services," p. 515.
3Criscuolo, "Quality Reading Programs."
4Bowrerl, "T11E:~ tllS of Re r~~J Services," p. 518.
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All educators agree upon the necessity of materials suitable
to a variety of levels and interests. Lumpkin's examination
of successful secondary programs revealed that "provision of
varied materials in terms of types and levels was a declared
objective of all programs observed. ,,1·
Because of the multiple needs of students in varied
content fields, "there must be multiple approaches and multi-
ple solutions since there are multiple causes of reading prob-
lems .... 2 McCullOtl' ~ believed that a common fault of instruc-
tional practices is the assumption that "one approach is the
way to do it and that all children are equipped to become
successful by that one approach •••• we must have a multi-
faceted approach to reading ••• we must diagnose rather than
assume what the child•••will be able to do."3 McCullough's
stress on diagnosis is echoed by others. Dechant stated
that an underlying principle of a successful program is a
"careful and continuous appraisal of each student's reading
proficiency together with diagnosis of special difficulties." 4
The absence of "any coordinated pattern or system of
introduction,,5 for secondary reading has been designated as
a major problem.
lLurnpkin. Strengthening Reading, p. 9.
2Ho11oway, "The Worldwide Right," p. 28.
3Mccullough, "Promoting Reading Ability," p. 121.
4Dechant, Reading Improvement, p. 120.
SArtley , "Are Seco.nd~11~Y Programs Feasible?" p. 81.
Consideration of those factors which authorities agree
are essential to a successful secondary developmental
program seems to indicate the emergence of an organized
curricular pattern. After exarr~ning various reading
programs prior to 1970, Hill identified seve' . components
as present in programs deemed successful. Continued
emphasis upon their importance in the initial years of
the Right to Read decade offers a practical solution to
the acknowledged need for a secondary reading master plan.
In summary, a successful secondary reading program should
embody the following elements: stress on the development
both of reading-study skills and reading interest; "reason-
able and well~defined objectives and close correspondence
betvveen obj ectives and iriS tructional activity;" adminis-
trative conviction of the value of the program; a teaching
staff that demonstrates "flexibility, training and student
orientation; ,,1 availability of funds, facilities and materials;
and a multifaceted approach to the teaching of reading.
The Secondary Developmental Program as A Fusion
Of Reading and Study Skills With Content Fields
The implementation of the secondary developmental
reading program as a fusion of reading/study skills within
content fields has received and continues to receive the
greatest emphasis in profession(),l literature.
l ... ~ · 1 1tJ:t J... ' , 2 •
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Artley ca-Iled it the trend "that possibly has the greatest -
potential for func,tional Vall}' .~ ,,1 The rationale for such
an emphasis has been aptly stated by various authorities.
Reading cannot be taught in a vacuum" 'When instruction is
given in the reading skills, the rra:terial must include sone
sort of information. Tne reading skills are supposed to
help the student get from the language used by the author
the information pertinent to the subject...2
Reading is, therefore, a process applied to a variety of
written material. "The content of the material determines
to a great extent the process by which we read.,,3
If content determines process, then the teacher
of content would seem to be the logical choice to guide the
student in the successful management of the reading process.
liThe teacher who has the background and expertise in a
specific subject is the one best qualified to adapt the
reading skills to it.,,4
"Furthermore, it is generally accepted that a stu-
dent's competence in a reading skill grows best when he is
instructed in its use at the moment his need occurs."S
lArtley, "Are Secondary Programs Feasible?" p. 78.
2David L. Shepherd. Comprehensive High School Reading
Methods, (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. t~errill Publishing Company,
1973) p. 10.
3Decha , Reading Improvement, p. 7.
4David L. Shepherd, "F{E'ading in the Subject Areas,"
in Reading for All, ed: Robert Kilrlin (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1973), p. 174.
5Shepherd, Comprehensive Reading Methods, p. 11.
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The idea that learning takes place most efficiently when
the student who has demonstrated a need is given the
opportunity for immediate help has been echoed by several
authorities.
'!he reading study skills are rrost efficiently lea.n1ed
within the ex>ntext in which they are to be used. Suc1-j
skills should not be taught in isolatiorr. Instead the
text and materials of the content area should be used
as a vehicle for the daveloprrent of the reading study
skills. l
One argument initially advanced for the implemen-
tation of reading within the content fields was the supposed
difference of skill emphases within the various subject areas
There was the impli d. belief that some skills were peculiar
only to specific subjects and to no others. Therefore, di-
rect teaching of these skills had to take place in the appro~·
priate courses. Lists of skills applicable t~each content
area were compiled. C\'~I~rent literature, however, reflects
the view that "there is a commonality of skills in all sub-
jec~s just as there is a pertinent application to each sub-
ject area." 2 Consideration of how to adapt these common
skills to the peculiarities of each subject is thus more
valuable than compilation of content skill lists.
lDelva Daines, "Developing Reading Study Skills
in the Content Areas, n 1'he Quest for Competency in
Teaching Reading, ed: Howard A. Klein (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1972), p. 214.
2Shepherd, "Reading in t11e Subject Areas," p. 145.
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Though the reacq.ng skills do apply to each and all subject
areas, there is a difference in haY the students tray apply
them. The nature of the material--its style of writing
and i ts (X)f~'iw"(lctness--andthe involverrent of the skill with
the CX)ntent require instruction of the skill in each sub-
ject area. Also, the nature of the rraterial in each sub-
ject area regulates the emphasis ead1 skill is given.
These emphases differ arrong the subject areas. 1
How to apply the common skills practically and efficiently
c.c~ C:i.. t<tl clrc~a is the subject of several recent books:
Dechant's Reading, Improvement in the Secondary School;
Herber's Teaching Reading in the Content Areas; Thornas
and RobillS()ll ~::3 Improving Reading ir,. Every Class; and
Shepherd's Comprehensive High School Reading Methods. 2
The argument for fusion of reading-study skills
with content seems logical yet a major stumbling block
to its implementation has been the attitude of the sec-
ondary content teachers who "are not positive toward
incorporating reading instruction into their content
area courses. They often perceive reading instruction
as the respollsibility ,of the ~lementary school only." 3
lIbid., p. 176.
2Confer bibliography, p. 84.
3Richard J. Smith, Bernice'Bragstad, and Karl D.
Hesse, "Teaching Reading in the Content Areas--An Inservice
Model," Journal of Reading 13 (March 1970): p. 427.
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The difficulty with content area reading "does not
seem to 1Jl~ in developing workable and valid methods
of reading instruction, but in getting subject area
teachers to implement these methods. "I
Why do secondary teache~s demonstrate such a
reluctance? Primarily, they feel unprepared to teach
rea1Jing skills and their argument of lack of competency
in this regard has validity. Braam and Walker sent a
surV0~ to sixteen schools to determine the extent to
reading skills emphasized or used within their own
subject speciality. They concluded that "most of the
subject area teachers are unaware of the majority of
reading skills needed by stude~ts to read successfully
in the various disciplines."2 Smith, Bragstad' and Heese
felt that for many secondary teaohers, the students "who
exhibit the ability to recognize and analyze words •••
are often considered ••• to be competent readers whether
or not they are able to comprehend and utilize their
reading at higher levels."3
lJack Cassidy, "Project C.A.R.E. (Content Area
Readi,ng Enrichment) ," Jour11al of Reading 17 (December
1973)': p. 192.
2Leonard S.. raam ar)c3 James E. Walker, "Subject
Teachers I .Awa.re ' ~,ig Skills," Journal of Reading
(May 1973): p. 611.
3Smith, Bra~Jstad, ancl
Content Areas," p. 4 7.
sse, "Teaching Reading in
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A study by Olson revealed inconsistencies in the atti-
tude of content teachers toward teac11ing rE:"I.','(4ing. While
the majority of teachers felt their content texts were
sui te.d to the student reading levels, ·a,t the same time
they admitted that little provision WaS made for those
who could not read the text. l Certainly this demonstrates
a lack of understanding with regard to text readability
and/or student reading levels.
Secondary teachers' lack of confidence in their
ability to teach reading is somewhat justified in that
pre-service education has neither given them the train-
ing or expectation tha~ such skills lie within their
province. Fortunately, there is evidence of a beginning
change within college educational curriculum. "Part-
,
nerships are being formed between colleges of education
and local school systems. This should insure more
realistic pre-service education for our beginning teachers
and up-date both content and practicum for our veteran
teachers. ,,2
,lArthur V. Olson, "Attitude of High School Content
Area Teachers Toward the Teaching of Reading," in Teaching .
Reading Skills in Secondary School: Readings, ed: Arthur V.
Olson and Wilbur S. Ames (Scranton, Pennsylvania: Inter-
national Textbook Company, 1970), pp.235-241.
2Dolan, Secondary Developmental Reading Programs. p. 2.
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Articles concerning pre-service education such as that
by Baderl are appearing with increasing frequency.
There is hope that the beginning teacher of the Right
to Read decade will be more prepared to fuse reading
skills with content.
But what al)()\;
teclC';l.Lng and exhibiting a reluctance or aversion to
accept the role of reading teacher? Inservice rather
t ; i ncl,ependent study seems to be the one method agreed
UpOll as having tIle 1"(1(J;; L 'vi.11ue irlaSI11Uch as published
matter on instructional procedures in secondary school
reading often appears "in journals that have little
attraction to the subject matter teacher." 2 Therefore,
the secondary school, guided by concerned administrators,
,
must accept the responsibility to "provide basic teacher
training for secondary reading development as well as on-
goirlg inservice education." 3 Descriptions of inservice
'programs abound in the literature of the Right to Read
decade and all claim a measure of success in awakening
content teachers to their responsibilities and aiding
them in the fulfillment of such tasks.
lLOis A. Bader, "Preparing Future Secondary Teachers in
Reading,n Journal of Reading. 15 (April 1972): pp.492-95.
2Rosewell, "We all Teach Reading," p. 216.
3Miriarri SchT .i.el'l, "Groundwork for Better Reading
in Content l~.r·c~[iS,H \JC)·ul~~.al of Readi~SL (November 1971): p. 120.
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It was not the purpose of this paper to consider the factors
which influence a successful inservice program. The variety
of inservice program descriptions seems to fj {Jest that· in-
service, like the developmental program itself, must be
created with the needs of the individual school in mind.
However, one innovative technique could well be mentioned.
Osburnl described an inservice program where the teachers
were presented with highly technical reading material
apart from their speciality and after initial failure,
were shown how to manage it successfully. As a result',
teacher understanding of student difficulty was increased
as was a willingness to help alleviate it.
Certainly the emphasis in literature concerning
reading-content fusion is no longer upon the why of such
,
fusion but rather upon the how. Authorities agree that
inservi and preservice education must ~tress a practi-
cal methodology of applying needed reading skills to con-
tent areas. If content teachers are to accept their role
as guide of the reading process, they must be familiar
with "practical, specific strategies for integrating read-
ing instruction with the content of the course.,,2
1Bess Osburn, "Shock Treatment Inservice Program
Adds New Life to Reading," Journal of Reading 18 (November
1974): pp.122-26.
2Thomas H. Estes and Dorothy Piercey, "Secondary
Rea.ding Requirements: Report 011 the Stat~(-;s," Journal of
Re~ding 17 (October 1973): p. 22.
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James justified the emphasis on specificity and practic-
ality when she stated that "teachers'tend to change their
instructionmprocedures if they receive help on the prob-
lems-- of immediate concern to them. "I Assistance to the
content teacher cannot consist wholly of admonitions which
"only produce animosity and r'ejection. ,,2 Herber admitted
that pr'escriptions may seem "intellectually unattractive •••
in some circles,,3 but are justified if results are produced.
p" "":.riously mentioned recent publications by Thomas and
Robinson, Shepherd, Herber and Dechant attempt to provide
practical handbooks t11at suggest ways "to teach studel)'ts
how to read their content materials and increase their
understanding of the content at the same time.,,4
Will the secondary content teacher take advantage
of and wholly cooperate in pre-service or inservice efforts
to include reading in his or her speciality? Without such
cooperation, little can be accomplished. Certification
requirements are a means of insuring that most recal-
citrant of teachers will accept the added role of guide~6f
the reading process.
1Helen James. Strengthening Reading at the Secondary
Level (Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED
063092,1972), p. 9.
2Harold H. Herber, Teaching Readins in the Content Areas,
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1970). p.vi.
3Ibid.
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Although the list of states requiring reading courses as a
requirement to teach content remains low, recent literature
indicat~s that a need for stronger certification require-
rnents lias been somewhat acknowledg Estes and Piercey's
1973 survey revealed that .four states and Washington D.C.
required training in reading for secondary certification
and that eight more states were considering such a move.
These figures seem minimal when considered in light of
f\1 1' h~r survey results. Thirty-five states':"neither have
nor are considering reading as a requirement for second-
ary certification."l Yet the ,writer feels some optimism
is justified. A beginning l1as been made and perhaps the
most difficult aspect of any situation is maJ{ing a
beginning.
Lack of teacher competence is not the only reason
why secondary tea9hers do not accept their role as reading
teachers with any degree of cooperation or enthusiasm.
The need to cover a required amount of content is an
imF)(~;;rtant consideration to them a11d lithe thought of adding
the teaching of reading to their responsibility causes
teachers to throw up their hands in absolute despair.,,2
lEstes and Piercey, "Seconda.ry Reading Requirements, II
p. 21.
2Herber, Teaching Reading, p. 5.
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They feel that emphasis on reading instruction would
jeopardize student understanding of subject matter
inasmuch as time available for learning content would
be diminished. Such a dichotomy does not actually
exist. Authorities are beginning to point out. with
inc:ceasil) emj')hasis{' at teaching of content and skills
related to the acqui~<,·~i.i:ion of content are not separate
entities and imprQved student understanding of subject
ma'tte i.s certainly worth a reading-study skills empha-
sis. "Sonie .oasic concepts that could enhance compre-
hension and reading effectiveness are worth whatever
cognitive good one may sacrifice in the process. IIl
Certain general techniques have been agreed
upon as applicable to all subject areas. The second-
,
ary content teacher must be aware of student individual
differences, text readability and reading-study tech-
niques appropriate to the content specialty. For some
years, it was assumed that provision of a text written
at the students' achievement level would insure the
dis appearance of reading problems. Now it i,s acknow-
ledgec1 t.hat "students do not read well merely because
they have a book 'written at their level.'
lRosewell, "We All Teach Reading," p. 214.
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They have to be taught how to use the material. "I
Thus, while provision of multi-level material is
important, the content teacher must do more. "The
crucial factor is how one guides his students in
tIle tIf; of material r(~(Iuired .il1 the course." 2
"TIle most iml)Ortan't strategy •.. is what has
3been called the 'lc~sson framework'." Several
authors present variations on this theme. The
on of an overview
of the topic. The content teacher must provide
"adequate experience, either actual or vicarious,
before the student reads" and must "assist the stu-
dent in relating the new material to his own exper-
ience.,,4 Such pre-reading instruction "provid~s
the proper preparation of readiness to enhance learn-
ing." S Certainly the student must be led into reading
"with questions in mind. Before the student reads,
the teacher will need to evolve purposeful questions
with the student. ,,6
IHerber, Teaching Reading, p. 23.
2Ibid., p. 24.
3Estes and Piercey, "Secondary Reading Require-
ments," p. 23.'
4Shepherd, "Readirlg in the Subject Areas, tIp. 178.
5 · ~ ., J S . ., fiE l' h T h R d"R1cnara • m1tD,ngls eac er as ea 1ng
Reacher," JO~;:~1t~1:,.~2.:f_}3:~:::,.-~,,,.._!}.:L 16 (December 1972): p. 246.
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Following these initial activities, a wide v~riety
of guide materials, designed to aid the student in the
comprehension of necessary concepts, TI1USt be provided.
The provision of these materials alone is insufficient.
"Also, skill instruction, the-know-how techniques, must be
provided. ,,1 It is in these areas of formulation of guide
materials and usage of skill techniques that the recent
publications by 'Herber, Shepherd, Dechant and Thomas and
Robinson wi·11 prove especially helpful. It is in these
areas that the fusion of skills and content is .perhaps
most clearly demonstrated. "Skills can be taught simul-
taneously with the course content; content and process
need not be separated. ,,2
The third part of the lesson frame is evaluation.
Post-reading activities should reveal student ~uccess that
can be further capitalized on and student failure that
should suggest a different emphasis for future lessons.
"Diagnosing students' needs is the teacher's first re-
sponsibility, and determining which of the suggested tech-
niques is best suited to which selections or units of study
is the second. Both of these tasks require considerable skill." 3
1Shepherd, "Reading in the Subject Areas," p. 178.
2Herber, Teaching Reading, p. 6.
3Smitj.; "English Teacher I lip. 249.
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Certainly nobody has claimed that fusion of reading
skills with content is an easy task. Early, while whole-
heartedly accepting the notion of content teachers as read-
ing teachers, stated:
••• I cannot b,.; ", 'ry optimistic about bringing any real rreaning
to the "eveIy" 'teacher a teacher of reading" slogan. In the
past ~rty years we have not made much headway tcMard that
ideal.
Braam and Walker felt that, regarding fusion of reading skills
and content, "communication between reading experts and class-
room teachers is no more effective today than it was eight
years ago.,,2 On the other hand, Aukerman claimed that the
"idea that every teacher is a teacher of reading still exists,
and this persistence may be evidence that the concept has
some merit. "3 Certainly literature in the Right to Read :decade
continues to emphasize the need for subject are? teachers to
do some teaching of reading. The practical emphasis of pre-
scription over admonition which is designed to show content
te chers specifically how to include reading instruction within
their particular disciplines is perhaps the most positive ele-
ment revealed in professional literature. Whether the practi-
cal orientation is developed through pre-service, inservice or
independent study, its presence cannot help but aid in the
gradual acceptance of subject matter teachers of their role
as guides of the reading process.
lEarly, "Taking Stoc}~," p. 371~
2Braam and Walker, "Subject Teachers' Awareness," p. 611.
3A ukerman , F~:" ._~ ..,~_~,'~_~J i.13 the S,~..~,f,? ,.._-,._...:..:.r/. Sc hee I, p. 32 6 .
Recognition of the need for pre--ser'\Zice and inservice teacher
education and a beginning in tile area of certification are
healthy signs that the problems concerning content reading
may some day be resolved.
The Secondary Developmental Program
As Direct Skills Instruction
Seldom is a rationale for direct skills instruction
in reading or English classes presented in professional litera-
ture. Yet this type of developmental implementation is quite
prevalent in program descriptions. Its continued existence
seems less a matter of conscious choic~? based upon sound theo-
retical arguments than a matte.r of expediency. The lack of
secondary reading personnel and the unwillingness of content
teachers to implement reading skills in their c~asses has made
direct skills instruction the only alternative in some schools.
Although authorities feel fusion of reading-study skills with
content to be a more logical approach, many, like Early,
"defend direct instruction through reading courses or units
of study as an ex~edient in schools where few teachers are
prepared to teach reading-study skills."l
In Freed's 1973 examination of the status of second-
ary reading in the United States., ninety-four percent of the
school districts surveyed endorsed reading as a separate entity.2
lEarly, "Reading in the EnSlish. Curriculum," p. 243.
2preed, "Secondary Reading," pp.195~20l.
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Certainly the difficulties of developing a secondary
program largely through reading-content fusion makes
this attitude understandable.
To charge the secondary faculty at large with a task
they are unwilling and untrained to do and then to
assurre that this task can be acoomplished indirectly
through cnntent, is at best an lmtenable fX>sition. 1
In the past, a common argument against separate
skills instruction was the supposed lack of skill transfer
to content classes. "Many studies have indicated that there
is very little transfer from ~eading classes to content
classes, or even to personal reading/study habits •••• there
has been no logical connection between a class in reading
and a class in social studies.,,2 Perhaps because of the
persistence of separate skill instruction, this attitude
toward transfer has shown some change. Transfe~ of learn-
ing from one situation to another is a fact upon which
teachers predicate much of their teaching. "Were it not
possible for students to transfer knowledge from one sub-
ject area to another and one grade level to another, we
would have to reteach continually everything that students
need to know.
lSrlC~\ ,"jon N. Russell, itA Crucial Problem Facing
Secondary Education," Journal of Reading 17 (May 1974):
p. 603.
2prec1erick E. Coston, "A Monster in our Midst,"
Journal of Reading 16 (October 1972)" p. 12.
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This is impossible, impractical and unnecessary."l Now
that a commonality of reading skills within all content
fields has been largely accepted, it cannot logically be
said that a student can transfer knowledge of equation~
learned in a mathematics setting to a chemistry class but
is unable to transfer facility in locating supporting de-
tails from a reading to a history class.
Transfer can and does occur but as Herber states,
it is not automatic. "Skills taught in reading classes
are applicable to content mater~als but students must
adapt the skills to meet the peculiarities of each sub-
ject they study.1I2 It is, therefore, the content teacher
who must provide the instruction that will aid in this
transfer".
Certainly the existence of transfer i~ also
dependent on the format of the separate reading ins truc-
tion. Too often, reading instruction has been given into
the hands of an ill-prepared Englisl1. teacher and "teach-
ing a student to read 'Our Town' ••• has little transfer
to the reading skills needed in physics, mathematics, or
home economics. ,,3
lHerber, Teaching Reading, p. 17
\ 2
Ibid., p. 19.
3Rosewell, "We All Teac1:1," p. 215.
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Research seems to indicate that the closer the co'text for
skills instruction is to the context in which the skills will
be used, the more likely it is that transfer of learning will
occur."l Therefore, a separate skills instruction program
that introduces or develops those reading-study skills in a
context similar to the subject fields is more likely to
facilitate transfer.
The Secondary Developmental Program
as a Duality
Direct skills instruction versus reading-content
fusion has been regarded by many as an either-or proposition.
Certainly the ideal situation, recognized by several authori-
ties, is to have a program embodying both. Past discussion
seemed to suggest that the only difference between direct,
instruction and reading-content fusion was who did the teach-
ing. Actually, recent literature is quite emphatic in point-
ing out that they are two separate and distinct disciplines,
both of which are necessary to the secondary school reading
program.
What is the difference between teaching reading in
a reading class and in a content class? The curriculum of
the reading teacher is a set of reading skills or competencies:
the curriculum of the content teacher is a set of ideas or
concepts.
lBowren, "The" Stat·· .. of Reading," p. ·516.
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The readJ,:il9 -teacher chooses m,aterial through which he
can te :)<;1 a particular skill; the content teacher chooses
material for the information it contains. The content
teacher teaches concepts related to his subject matter;
the reading teacher "wishes to develop understandings of
the processes being applied to the materials. "I
The work of the reading tead1er is to help students refine
their reading and study skills; the content course teachers
are engaged in stimulating students to use the reading
skills to gain understanding in certain academic areas. 2
The initial years of the Right to Read decade which has
seen a movement toward careful definition of goals in the
form of behavioral objectives, shows the same emphasis in
the careful delineation of the respective roles of the read-
ing and content teachers. Such precision of definition should
do much to allay the fears of the secondary sp~cialist as to
the true meaning of "Every teacher a'teacher of reading."
It is important to have a definition of reading in the content
areas so subject matter tead1ers understand their task of
teaching content and process simultaneously. Content tead1ers
must learn hOYl the process of reading relates to their 0NIl dis-
ciplines. 3 .
If the roles of the reading teacher and content
teacher are different, they are also mutually supportive.
The reading teacher provides basic instruction in high school
level reading skills; the teacher of content offers practice
in the kinds f reading that each subject requires for success.
IHerber, Teaching Reading, p. 10.
2vandermeulen, "Reading in the Secondary chooI5," p. 34 •
.3001an I " S<0 T)c:velopll1e.11 Programs, 111 p. 5.
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A separate reading skills program without the aid of the
content teacher will be ineffective. "Introduction of
reading skills is useless unless the students' subsequent
reading experiences serve to maintain those skills. III
Secondary teachers are not required to abandon content to
develop and refine reading skills and the reading teacher
cannot be responsible for the entire reading program.
"The teaching of certain skills by the reading teacher in
classes running throughout the year still requires, for
both permanence and refinement, the application of those
- skills to the learning of content in the various subject
matter areas. 112
Strang saw the evolution of secondary reading
programs as three-fold: a movement from small remedial
,
groups lito developmental classes in reading, for all
students, which are concerned with the sequential develop-
ment of the reading abilities that are appropriate to the
high school and college years,"3 and a final step toward
the total involvement of the 'content staff.
1Dechant, Reading Improvement, p. 122.
2J • T • Hunt, "The Refinement of High School
Reading Skills," in Teaching Reading Skills in Secondary
Schools: Readings, ed: Arthur V. Olson and Wilbur S.
Ames (Scranton, Pennsylvania: International Textbook
Company, 1970), p. 31.
3Strang, "Progress in Teac:l'1ing the Teaching
of Reading, II p. 19.
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rrhere are twC) basic approaches to helping high schcx>l.•.students
to irrprove tlleir reading skill. One of thc:-::~~~ involves setting
up a s~cial reading improverrent program with a reading specialist
in charge. The other involves the provision of guidance in read-
ing irrprovenent by instructors in the various subject-ma.tter
classes. Both of these approaches should be used since each
can aca:mplish things that. the others carmot. l
lStanley E. Davis I "High SchooJ. tind Col. l.c~
Ir~ ·tructors CaJ1' t Teach Read ? Nonsense 1H i
Reci.ding Skills' in Secondary Sc:l~:.S~S~~"~~~:~,~c_ Re~dings I :
Arthur V. Olson and Wilbur S. Ames ~S(:::ranton, Pennsylvania:
International Textbook Company, 1970), . 4-5.
CHAPTER IV
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL READING
PROGRAM IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
Commonality of Factors Within Developmental
Program Implementation
When discussing secondary developmental program
implementation , it is important to determine those fac'~'
~rs by which such programs should be evaluated. It must
be remembered that the majority of program descriptions
appearing in current professional literature are exactly
what the name implies. They are descriptions of curricular
innovations, not research designs. The average secondary,
school curriculum seldom allows the time or organizational
flexibility necessary to engage in valid experimental re-
search. The average secondary school administration seldom
possesses a budget adequate enough or a staff sufficiently
qualified to successfully carryon such research. There-
fore, program descriptions should not be subject to the
same critical measures that would be relevant to a research
project.
Descriptions of curricular changes are of necessity
more subjective than a rese~]rch report. Validity of the
latter demands objectivity.
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A description, on the other hand, is often written by a
faculty member who played an enthusiastic role in the
initiation and/or implementation of the program. The
success of the curricular modification may be statisti-
cally measured, however the opinions of the staff and stu-
dents play an important and often deciding role in its
continuation or modification. Therefore, the existence
and/or correspondence of a control group and the validity
of statistical measures are not valid criteria. Other
evaluative standards must be applied to the many descrip-
tions of secondary developmental programs appearing with
increasing frequency during the initial years of the Right
to Read decade.
The preceding chapter noted the emergence of a
master plan for secondary reading in the form of a common-
ality of factors deemed essential to successful program
implementation. The existence of such a curricular pattern
"\S been considered of paramount importance by authorities
and the evaluation of recent programs according to s a
plan would serve to illustrate the agreement or disagree-
ment between current theory and practice. Therefore, the
reviewed seconda.l-y developmental reading program descrip- :,',






Program planning according to individual condi-
tions. The diversity of program descriptions seems to
indicate that they were indeed planned with the needs,
assets a,nd liabili ties of each school in mind. No two
programs are exactly the same. For example, Tabor des-
cribed a program designed to "eradicate student anta-
gonism to the reading program by removing the stigma
which our initial, purely remedial program attached to
placement i 1) a reading class." 1 All seventh graders
were therefore involved in reading ·classes with an empha-
sis placed upon speed reading and a "how to make better
grades" basis. The need for developing staff awareness
of student reading problems led one school to evolve a
plan whereby content teachers used ten consecutive plan-
,
ning periods to ~each reading under the guidance of the
reading specialist. It was claimed that the observation
of different teact.i·ng styles all(] the resulting exchange
of ideas "were exciting gains. n2
lBrenda K. Tabor, "Expanding the Junior High
School Reading Program" in Forty States Innovate to
Improve School Reading, ed: Berlie Fallon and Dorothy
Filgo (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1970),
p.l09-110.
2Helen Reidelberger, "Serendipity--A Reading
Program," Journal of Readin~ 15 (May 1972): 589.
o
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A Sacramento senior high school built its developmental
program around students who were not planning on attend-
ing college and ~mphasized the development of positive
attitudes toward self and. life through reading improve-
ment. l It was evident that each of the reviewed pro-
grams demonstrated a difference in goals, organization,
methodology and materi~ls obviously dictated by the needs
and ci~cumstances of the individual school for which the
curriculum was planned.
Goal emphases. The goal emphases of the secondary
developmental program are acknowledged to be two-fold:
the development of both reading-study skills and reading
interest. Certainly the majority of the reviewed programs
revealed a recognition-of this· duality. A pilot program
in the team teaching of reading was initiated '''to increase
interest in reading and provide student responsibility for
improving skills ... 2 Kettlewell and Gore described a pro-
gram the aims of which were "to encourage each student to
read more and to correct his reading weaknesses ... 3
lElaine Stow~. A Departmentalized High School
Reading Program (Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Reprq-
duction Service, ED ~55 750, 1971).
2Merle Vannoy and Don Brown,· "Pilot Program in
Team Teaching of Reading--Seventh Grade," in Forty States
Innovate to Improve School Reading, ed: Berlie Fallon and
n('rothy Filgo (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa,
_L910), p. 115.
3Gail B. Kettlewell and Robena S. Gore "Reading
for Tee.l1s: An Elective Unit,·" Journal of Reading 14
(Fet)rllary 1971): 311.
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Readil')~:J :",+orkshops were set up in one secondary school
"to develop fundamental reading abilities needed by
the student in his classroom work and to create a life-
time desire to read."l
The study skill orientation is in evidence.
"To teach the various reading skills necessary for the
other disciplines"2 was the goal of a program set up
in a Tennessee high school. Murray described a study
skills program "aimed at developing skills in the
improvement of reading in the content areas."3
Although most secondary programs are obviously
directed toward skill development, the importance of
fostering personal reading is clearly recognized. For
some schools it was a major program goal. For others,
it represented one of the desirable effects of a success-
ful curriculum.
lMargaret Gray and Trask Wilkinson, "Reading
Workshops--Brookline High School," in Forty States
Innovate to Improve School Reading, ed: Berlie Fallon
and Dorothy Filgo (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta
Kappa, 1970), p. 162.
2Tabor, "Expanding the Reading Program," p. 109.
3Lois Murray, "A Study Skills Program for Junior
IIigh School, II· in Forty States Innovate to Improve School
Reading, ed: Berlie Fallon and Dorothy Filgo (Blooming-
ton, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1970), p. 123.
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In order to "stimulate interest in reading,,,l one school
made a wide variety of paperbacks available at low cost
and discovered that they provided "a motivation force in
extending and enriching reading interest. u2 Development
of the joy.of reading prompted one administration to
"shut down the school daily and have the administration,
fat~ul and studr'nts take a reading break. ,,3 A program
designed to develop reading skills through use of material
related to the students' specific interests resulted in
'~the student who never reads, reading more and better. ,,4
Another skill oriented program showed similar results in
that students previously uninterested in reading "gained
a new insight into the world of books. ,,5
In the selection of general goal emphases, it is,
obvious that theory and practice are one. However, specific
goal formulation in the guise of behavioral objectives has
not as yet been revealed in program implementation.
ITillie Lorenz, "Project Paperback--A Means for
Extending and Enriching Reading," in Forty States Innovate
to Improve School Reading, ed: Berlie Fa110nand Dorothy
Filgo (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1970), p. 131.
2 Ibid.
3petre , "Reading Breaks," p. 191.
4Mary Evelyn, Dempsey, "Reading in Junior High,"
Journal of Reading 14 (April 1971): 475.
5Tabor, Expaxlding the Reading Program," p. 113.
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Although the stress upon individualization seems to argue
the need for such specificity, the term "behavioral objec-
tive" was not encounter~d in any of the reviewed programs.
Apparently, in this instance, there is no agreement between
theory and practice.
Administrative and staff involvement. Adminis-
trative cooperation can be inferred from the de: ,i.ptions
of secondary reading F>rograms. The scheduling of such a
program, the acquisition of able teachers through addi-
tional hiring or inservice and the provision of funds for
lab facilities and multi-materials require the active
involvement of administrative personnel. For example,
the school which experimented with the previously mentioned
reading breaks needed the agreement of the administrative
\
staff before a shut-down of normal curricular activities
could occur. The attempt at team teaching of reading which
involved the utilization of six teachers occurred because
lithe school adrninistrators ••. have long been interested in
staff utilization and team teaching. III
Although little direct reference was made regard-
in,g the importance of a staff which exhibits competency in
reading, recognition of this priority can also be inferred
from the many references to the reading specialist.
Ivannoy and Brown, "Pilot Program in Team Teaching,"
p. 114.
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In all of the reviewed programs, the specialist either
taught the developmental program or guided those who did •.
The success of any curriculum depends in large measure
UpOJ l the teachers. Recogni tion of their importance to
the developmental reading program lies in administrative
unwillingness to entrust direct skills instruction to any
but qualified reading personnel.
Adequate funding. The need for adequate funding,
like administrative cooperation and staff competence, can
largely be inferred from the reviewed program descriptions.
Accountings of the physical facilities and materials pro-
vided demonstrates the presence of an adequate budget. A
majority of schools set up reading labs and although these
labs varied in their physical arrangements and the names by
which they were called, they all contained a w~alth of
materials on varying skill and interest levels. Crawford
and Conley described a lab which "provided access to a multi-
tude of inviting materials ranging from the latest magazines,
especially those on current sports and interests, to paper-
backs and comic books, word games and many other games, to
cassettes and records on sports and other high interest
subjects. "I
IGail Crawford and Richard L. Conley. "Meet You
in the Reading Lab," Journal of Reading 15 (October 1971):
20.
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A senior high school developed two labs, one with a reading
skill emphasis and the other with a content area emphasis.
"The instructional materials center and special content
area material and student centers are well-equipped and
basic to the school's total instructional program with its
emphasis on individual study."l
Not only the provision of lab facilities but also
the hiring of reading specialists and/or aides evident in
most programs argues the availability of funds. Seldom is
mention made of the cost involved or the difficulties of
funding. However, the fact that the authors of program
descriptions emphasize the materials involved and the
methods employed 'demonstrates their recognition that quality
is not synonymous with expenditure, although the latter is a
most important factor.
Multi-materials and methods. The wide diversity
of both materials and methods argues that those responsible
for program implementation realize the importance of the
word "multi". A methodological stress upon individuali-
zation and student self-direction is evident as are similari-
ties in the chdce of materials.
lRichard Smith', "Developing a Total-School Reading
Program in a Senior High SchObl," in Forty States Innovate
to Improve School Reading, ed: Berlie Fallon and Dorothy
Filgo (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1970), p. 139.
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Reading machines, packaged skill labs and programmed texts
were often mentioned as would be expected within a highly
individualized framework. Records, newspapers, magazines
and paperbacks were also frequently listed. Nevertheless,
each school took care to acquire materials and adapt methods
suitable to its particular needs as well as a wide variety
of achievement and interest levels.
Several examples \rJi 1. serve to demonstrate t~hat
'mate:rlals and methods were often chosen for t:heir applic-
ability to the goals and needs of specific programs.
Dramer described a pro.gram designed to aid tenth grade
pupils reading at a seventh grade level clos~ the gap
between reading achievement and grade placement. Because
"even specialized remedial reading instruction is usually
,
not adequate to the task of furnishing such pupils with
the level of s·kills necessary for their return to an acade-
mic program, "I SCALE (Self-Contained Academic Learning
Environment> was adopted. Reading oriented, self-contained
s condary classes offered all day concentration on reading
and materials in various content areas. The materials
chosen paralleled the regular content subject matter but
were of low enough readability to ensure some measure of
student success.
1Dan Dramer, "Self-Container} Reading-Oriented Classes
in Secondary Schools," Journal of I(.ea..ding 14 (Mal"ch 1971): 365.
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The instruction focussed on how to read in each subject
rather than course content. The success of this program
was measured by the number of students who, having returned
to regular classes, did reasonably well.
The materials purchased for SCALE and the methods
adopted differed dramatically from those of a New York high
school. Realizing the importance of the newspaper in the
life of the average citizen, the reading staff chose this
medium as the-primary source for seventh grade work on
vocabulary, word attack, spelling and oral reporting. l
Another pragmatic emphasis regarding materials and methods
was demonstrated by DECA (Distributive Education Clubs of
America) '. The purpose of this program is to "train kids
for careers in marketing, especially retailing •••• It is
highly task oriented•••• Its use of reading activity then
is almost predictable. ,,2 In such a program, what is needed
to complete a task is what is read. The majority of stu-
dents participating in DECA had reading difficulties and
found little motivation for improvement in regular school
grades. The success of the program seems to be a personal
one, "found in the competition built into the DECA -structure
itself.,,3
lDempsey, "Reading in Junior High,"
2"A Sign That All Can Read," Journal of Reading
15 (February 1972): 336.
3I bid., p. 337
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One more example will serve to illustrate that
recent programs wisely chose materials and methods accord-
ing to ~ ~ ir specific ne~ds. Contrasting the preceding
two programs with that of a Massachusetts high school who
set up a three-pronged program emphasizing remedial, develop-
me·ntal and recreational reading, the developmental track
offered "varied min.i-courses in reading skill areas." 1
which the students could take from one month to one year
to complete dependent upon the individual pupil. The
recreational program involved setting up a well-equipped
reading lab housing everything from records and cassettes
to comi~c books.
Reading theory in the Right to Read decade has
emphasized the necessity of a master plan for secondary
developmental reading, a blueprint based upon those 'ele-
me ts which strongly contribute to a successful program.
Review of secondary program implementation has revealed
agreement between theory and practice as far as recogni~
tion of the importance'of such factors as individual,pro-
gram planni11g, general goal emphases, 'administrative and
staff involvement, adequate funding and multi-materials
and methods. Only with regard to the importance of be-
havioral objectives is there a gulf between theory and
practice.
l(~ ford an<f1 Conley, '~Meet you in Lab," p. 20.
Secondary Developmental ProgrEun Implementation As
A Fusion of Reading and Study Skills with Content Fields
Despite the emphasis placed upon reading instruction
as a fusion of reading/study skills with content area sub-
jects, few descriptions of such programs exist in the litera-
ture of the Right to Read decade. Ce'rtainly the initiation
and development of such a program requires more planning and
effort than that expended upon a separate unit of reading
instruction. Implementation o£,reading skills within the
content areas necessitates the active cooperation of the en-
tire school faculty, a cooperation that can well involve a
change in familiar teaching methodology and an increased
,
expendit of time and effort upon formulation of lesson
plans. Several programs, however, have ~emonstrated some
measure of success.
The primary need in developing a program of content
reading improvement is obvi~usly that of imervice. Content
teachers cannot be expected to change and adopt new methods
without the rationale and background to do so. One program
was specifically designed to make content teachers reading-
conscious and reading-competent. Staff members voluntarily
gave up ten consecutive planning periods to observe and t~en




"The teachers agree that we accomplished the two major
goals of the program: to help each teacher be aware that
many students need help with reading and for each teacher
to realize he can provide he·lp." 1
A Delaware school developed a program called CARE
(Content Area Reading Enrichment) because of administrative
belief that "the teaching of reading skills .•• cannot be rele-
gated to one person--if students are to master the reading
process in all areas.,,2 A reading specialist was hired to
travel to content classes on an assigned basis or on demand.
The purpose of these visits was to afford the teachers a
practical demonstration of how reading skills can be taught
using their students and materials. It was recognized that
the teachers could well feel threatened by this arrangement,
so a series of meetings were held which resulted in a list
of classroom situations where the staff felt a reading
specialist could be of real benefit.
A similar recognition of the need for advance pre-
paration of content teachers-was illustrated by a senior
high school which emphasized independent study. After
designing a program that "extends into every content area
in the regular instructional program, .. 3 one entire day of
released school time was set aside to introduce said pro-
gram to the school.
lReidelberger, "Serendipity," p. 589.
2Cassidy, "Proj ect CARE," I) ..192.
35mith, "Develoi)Ln Tot:al-Sc11oo1 Program," p. 139.
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Such in-service WilS deemed "successful in establishing a
good operational base for the proposed reading program. 1.1
7he actual program involved the establishment of a reading
resource room as well as provision for direct skills in-
struction by the reading teacher for those students who
demonstrated a need for it. Such instruction used the
actual content assignment of the student wheneve,r possible.
However, the primary emphasis was upon helping teachers in-
corporate reading into the regular instructional program.
The reading teacher did this'by proposing various projects
in reading/content instruction to one or several teachers.
If the proposal was accepted, all cooperated in the prepara-
tion of materials and in the actual instruction of the stu-
dents. Evaluation was then carried out' and "treatments
which resulted in improving student performanc~ in reading
are shared with other teachers •••• This project approach will
be used to help content area teachers teach students how to·
read for a particular purpose, how to find the main idea in
a paragraph, how to use context to determine word meaning and
how to vary rate.,,2 Evaluation of the program yielded "signs
that attest to its beneficial impact on the school's instruc-
tional program. "3




A Milwaukee high school formulated a Content Area
Support Team to "help more students improve' their rc~ading
achievement levels and encourage their unde.t:'standing of
content area subjects."l The support team consisted of
three reading resource teachers, three paraprofessionals
and three aides to assist content area teachers teach
reading skills. As in the program described above, li-
brary facilities· were expanded to include a learning
center and individual or group instruction was provided
~or students having difficulty. The use of the resource
teachers to assist content instructors in classroom tech-
niques was emphasized.
Brief 'examination of these three programs illus-
trates that successful attempts to improve reading in the
content areas seem to embody two primary principles:
Effective inservice to secure tHe cooperation of the con-
tent teachers and practical demonstra.tions of teaching
methodology. In addition, recognition of the needs for
some separate reading instruction is evident in that extra
instruction by the reading teacher was provided for those
students who were unable to succeed in the regular classroom
environment.
lAdele S. Vol.lrne I "An Inquiry Into Special Reading
Programs in Secondary SCllools in Selected Cities in the
United States Dealing With Reading Problems Associated With
the Content Areas," (M.A. Research paper, Cardinal Stritch
College, ~973) p. 32.
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Such instruction, however, was highly oriented toward
content instruction.
Secondary DevelopH1ental Program Implementation
As Direct Skills Instruction
Discussion of secondary developmental programs
which offer reading as direct skills instruction in read-
ing and/or English classes far outnumber those involving
.reading as a fusion of skills within content areas. Such
an emphasis stands in direct contrast to the theoretical
stress placed by reading authorities upon reading/content
fusion. Although educational literature advises the latter
as the most desirable approach, those responsible for pro-
gram implementation seem to regard reading primarily as a
separate subject. As was previously mentioned,in Chapter III,
such a choice may well be based upon expediency because of
the lack of secondary reading personnel and the unwilling-
ness of c~ontent teachers to implement reading skills. How-
ever, a review of such programs initiated during the first
years of the Right to Read decade. firmly establishes the
workabili.ty of direct skills instruction. Not only do the
programs possess those factors considered essential for
success; but, in addition, those responsible for implemen-
tation have judged the programs to be successful in answer-
ing the needs of their particular situation.
'Murray, evaluating the effect of a junior high study
skills I>rogram, concluded that "great' gains have been accom-
plished.
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Grades and attitudes have been improved. "I Another junior
high developmental program "netted favorable results,,2 to
the extent that future expansion into senior high school
was being planned for.
Several programs were deemed successful through
'administrat'ive observation of student behavior rather than
an examination of pre-test and post-test results. An elec-
tive unit initiated in a Virginia high school resulted in
this encomium. "Student behavior and attitude have improved;
students are reading more; they are taking a more active part
in class. Many have self-confidence now." 3 A one-semester
lab experience for tenth graders designed to "develop inde-
pendent users of language,,,4 was evaluated through student
performance outside of the lab. Grade point averages were
increased; students previously slated for remedial instruc-
tionperformed in regular classes with no significant in-
crease in the proportion of failures and stude~t question-
naires regarding the program were positive.
IMurray, "A Study Skills Program," p. 123.
2Charles A. Lindly, itA Multi,-Level Approach to the
Junior High Developmental P,eading Program," in Forty States
Innovate to Improve School Readin~, ed: Berlie Fallon and
Dorothy Filgo (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1970),
p. 130.
3Kettlewell and Gore, "Reading for Teens," p. 314.
4Audrey Gorman; Bonnie Ar'chbold; Chris ting Brynski;
Zina Kangelarisi and David Lickfc:1, "Engineering Student
Achievement in Language Arts," JOtlr.rl;1.~ of Reading 15 (Decem-
ber 1971): 210.
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Evaluation of one program involved "a study of the student's
report card which reveals the extent to which the develop-
mental skills have been transferred to the content areas."l
A class specifically directed toward students who were not
planning on college resulted in such a definite improvement
in student attitude that the administrators and teachers
"felt that if there had been no other benefits, the improve-
ment in student attitude justified the effort expended and
the expense invo1 .. .2 A Colorado high school offered read-
ing instruction as part of regular English classes. Objec-
tive pre-test and post-test results were collected yet obser-
vation of student behavior seemed to be the primary evalua-
tive factor. "Perhaps the most important benefit of such a
program is that the attitude toward reading has changed•••• ,,3
Modern emphasis upon the importance of'scientific
research has so permeated the educational field that it is
admittedly difficult to accept such subjective reports of
program success. It is all too easy to dismiss a descrip-
tion which fails to list comparative test results or which
candidly admits: "Hard evaluation has not been one of our
priorities Q:>ufl a lot of .people ••• are quite happy. "4
lLindly, "A Multi-Level Approach," p~ 129.
2Stowe, A Departmentalized Program, p. 7
3Pauline Hodges, "Reading as an Elective' in the
English Program," Journal, of Read~:.!:~~ 18 (October 1974): 33.
4Lloyd W. Kline, "Five Sites in. ~]l:-ch of the Word.
Part 3," Journal of Re~~~~~E.S. 17 (MarcIl l~ 74): 448.
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While the necessity for objective research cannot be denied,
it must also be acknowledged that there are many indicators
of success difficult to measure by means other than prac-
ticed observation. Edll~"'ation is after all essentially a
subjective process and the cogency of reactions and obser-
vations of those intimately involved in a program either as
administrators, teachers or students must be recognized.
Although a commonality of factors within diverse
programs has been prev5 JllSly discussed as indicative of an
emerging master plan for secondary reading, several addi-
tional elements present in the majority of programs involv-
ing separate reading instruction should be mentioned. Most
of such provision for reading improvement is made at the
junior high level in the form of short-term intensive units
that range from six weeks to a semester in length. A few
programs provide for yearly reading instruction within the
English classes and Lindly described a developmental pro-
gram conducted daily throughout the year for all seventh
graders. l These, however, are in the minority. The short
term emphasis was probably the result of a natural inclina-
tion to begin any new thing on a limited basis until some
measure of success is assured.
lLindly, "A Multi-Level Approach."
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A second contributory factor was no doubt the lack of
personnel and materials with which to develop a new
curricular thrust within an entire school population.
However, the continuance of short-term instruction
could well be due to a second trend appearing with
increasing frequency in recent program descriptions,
the trf',;nd to put developmental reading courses on an
elective basis.
The remedial stress of early secondary imple-
mentation tended to attach a "dummy" stigma to the parti-
cipants of the course as well as to the course itself.
Heterogeneous grouping of students within reading classes
and the exposure of all students to some form of reading
instruction helped to remove a measure of student antag-
\
onism. One Ohio high school did away with such negative
feeling by initially scheduling reading courses only for
the top students. l However, the student who freely elects
to take a reading course is a student motivated by self-
improvement and untroubled by the stigma of inferior
achievement. "The reading teacher will function best if
everyone taking reading has volunteered for the course
rather than having been .assigned to it and if students in
remedial reading and developmental reading are merged to-
gether in all classes.,,2
IKline, "Five Sites in Search of a Word."
1972 t
2Anne H. Adamq ,
Build rl l\
of lt~adi;A:J.,
d R. Ba,irf] Shuman, "Sinning to
(,~()n ;"~~f-'11001. Reading," J'ournal
24.
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Wampler described a developmental program in which
students enrolled in any reading course offered regardless
of grade. Within the course, the student selected the
appropriate achievement level. liThe reading course is an
elective and we feel that the true evaluation of the pro-
gram is measured by its growth."l Gray and Wilkinson, in
explaining reading workshops that could be suggested to the
student or requested by him but never forced upon him, stated
that Stlcl1 voluntary enrollment had measurably increased. 2
The staff of one elective program which resulted in over
half of the students choosing to repeat the course felt that
one of the greatest signs of success was the popularity of
the program. 3 The suitability of the elective framework for
reading and study skill development has been recognized by
Early who said: "These electives in reading are one of the
few positive signs I see in the present state of secondary
reading. ,,4
Recognition of the importance of a student freely
choosing to take a course in ~eading .improvement parallels
the growing emphasis upon student self-direction within the
course itself.
lLewis Wampler, "Western High--Readers' Supermarket,"
in Forty States Innovate to Improve School Reading, ed: Berlie
fallon and Dorothy Filgo (Bloorni~gton, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa,
19 70), p. 157.
2Gray and Wilkinson, "Reading Workshops."
3Kettlewell and Gore, "Readi 11g for Teens."
4Early, "Taking Stock," p. 71 (II
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An elective unit offered by a Virginia high school pro,\rided
personalized cross-references for each student to the material
he needed. The material was self-corrected and the course
grade was decided upon by both teacher and student. The
stress throughout was upon the student "to correct his indi-
vidual reading weakness. l Student self-pacing was an inte-
gral part of another developmental program where students
could take from one month to an entire year to complete a
uni t dependent upon the student and his own self-dc~ cmined
objectives. 2 A contract system signalling student and
teacher agreement as to production and goals was developed
in a semester lab experience required for all students in
which independent lea~ning tasks were set up'with ~he teacher
as facilitator rather than dispenser of information. 3 It
,
must be noted that a danger can exist in such highly indi-
vidualized arrangements where a few teachers and aides are
responsible for the direction of many students. The empha-
sis upon student performance of teacher-designated tasks,
self-correction and self-recording of progress can result in
a too impersonal relation between teacher and student. The
student may know that he has made a mistake but not why.
Some students will emphasize quantity in the completion of a
task rather than quality of the completed work.
IKettlewell ancl Gore, "Reading for Teens," p. 311.
2Crawford and Conley, "Meet You in the Reading Lab."
3Gorman, Archbold, Brynski, Kangelaris and Leckfeldt,
"Engineering Student Acllieve,ment."
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One can only assume that staff, admin i"strative and student
satisfaction with individualized programs indicates that
such obstacles have been avoided and that effective inter-
action between student and teacher was present.
One final trend present in the reviewed programs
of separate reading instruction was the use of reading
resource centers to house the multi-level skill material
and the recreational media. Although called by different
names and arranged in various ways, the lab provides not
only storage but also activity areas designed for study
as well as informal enjoyment of the facilities. One
administrator stated that a primary factor in program
success was "effective space allocation and use"l within
the reading lab.- The lab retains its importance in pro-
grams involving improvement in content area reading.
At the beginning of the Right to Read decade,
Hill examined secondary reading programs developed prior
to 1970 and stated: "The secondary programs which have
been in operation have failed to establish a reputation
of educational viability.n 2 . It is the opinion of this
writer that programs involving separate skills instruc-
tion are beginning to demonstrate their ability to affect
functional reading change.
lCrawford and Conley, "Meet You in the Reading
Lab," p. 16.
2J-lill, Characteristics of.. '-. -rr-' . '.-., . - - ....~.,.".... J 'it _II' Fri'. , .~~~-. '~D<J.' p. ll .
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Student attitudes tbward reading have been changed.
A willingn~ss to elect reading courses is in evidence.
The transfer of reading skills to content classes has
been noted through grade improvement. Administrators,
teachers and students have all agreed upon the success
of their programs. Such indications of program viability
are positive signs of the growing strength of se~ondary
reading in the 1970's •
. Secondary De\;'..\;:.::}.opmental Program Implementation
As A Duality
Certa.inly the ideal secondary developmental pro-
gram design is that which offers both separate skills
instruction and an emphasis upon the improvement of con-
tent reading. Review of the professional literature of
the Right to Read decade reveals several such programs.
The central purpose of a program described by
Trout was "to help each teacher become a competent
teacher of reading in his content area."l Initial
efforts to make content teachers aware of their responsi-
bility to teach reading took the form of before-school
meetings and discussions of practical considerations. The
reading specialist then continued this practical emphasis.
through suggestions concerning teaching methodology, text
evaluation, determination of student reading level, and
similar concerns.
lLawana Trollt, "Improving the Fi'rst liR' in Grades
Seven Through Twelve},'f in 'Po~.!:L States Innovat~ to Improve
~~j;lMt_it ed: .13etlie Fi1.11~" '\ r~n~-f"'\t:hy Filgo (Bloomington,
~!'!:(, , "til,"j ~..,C~1. ta q .
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Parallel to this effort, separate reading instruction was
given to all students in the English classes.
A nine-week separate instructional program for all
students in a newly-established communications center formed
one aspect of a'reading curriculum described by Cucchiari.
The success of the center was demonstrated by the fact that
"more and more students used the communications center--not
only the students enrolled in reading classes at the time
but many other students also."l Aid for the content teacher
took the form of a study made by supervisors and teachers
"concerning the ways of teaching and using reading tech-
niques in the content areas. Sample lessons illustrating
ways of developing material appropriate to a particular
course were submitted to the teachers. ,,2
"An Illinois high school evolved a program initially
designed to help poor readers thro'ugh individually prescribed
study in content fields (IPS). A student whose reading prob-
lems hindered his progress was referred to IPS where,
largely during study periods, he voluntarily pursued a
"sequence of self-directed instructional activities designed
to help him successfully complete the course." 3
1Dorothy ~1:. Cucchiari, "Content Areas Unite for
Improved Reading at High School Level," in Forty States
Innovate to Improve School Reading, ed: Ber1ie Fallon and
Dorothy Filgo (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1970),
p.l45-6.
2Ibid., p. 146.
3Model Programs: Reading. _?~OOD1't(?~'!!.:.:?~~!I}~
SC2,bO().J:., !3~~,~l,ing Program, Chicago Hei~li"( i .1"i110is (B(~thesda,
Md.: J~~l(lC Document ReprO(111c;,tion 5c I::Lj-~~O"53 881, 1971), p. 8.
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The success of IPS which "can support any type of curriculum,
either the traditional text-centered course ••• or'an indi-.
vidualized or multimedia instructional approach,,,l led to
further irnplementation~ All ninth graders received a six-
week lab experience in English class which was also used
as an ~.inservice opportunity for teachers to enable them to
incorporate reading instruction in their classes. In addi-
t~ion , elective reading classes were provided for upper grades.
The above programs illustrate the workability of the
"total-thrust effort which has been idealized by textbook
authors and secondary reading authorities for over a decade. n2
It is to be hoped that more of such total-thrust prog~ams will
be included in the ranks of secondary developmental programs.
1 .
Ib i d., P • 32.
2Hill,Characteristics of Reading, p. 10.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The 1970's have been emphatically designated as
the Right 'to IZead decade. "There is no higher educational
priority in the field of education than the provision of
the right to read for all •••• "l Scrutiny of the early
effects of this intensive nationwide attack against read-
ing deficiency was the general purpose of this paper.
More specifically, the writer intended to review litera-
ture concerning the developmental reading program in the
secondary school. Literature published during the initial. ,
years of 'the Right to Read decade was examined to determine.
if any consensus of opinion had emerged re·garding the need,
nature, implementation and feasibilit~ of secondary develop-
mental programs.
Need. That a need for secondary developmental read-
ing programs exists has been unanimously recognized by read-
ing authorities. The complexity of secondary content text-
books and the emphasis upon' inquiry methods and independent
study demand the inclusion of developmental reading instruc-
tion within the secondary curriculum.
lAllen, "The Righ,t to Read," p. 9·7.
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That such curricular implementation is far from adequate
in the schools of the 1970's has also been recognized by
authorities in the field of reading. Surveys indicate a
lamentable dearth of such programs and tIle poor quality
of reading ability evidenced by many high school students
and adults seems to suggest a sad lack of effectiveness
on the part of existing programs.
To ignore reading as an asFect of the total a:>nmitnent
to leanUng needed in Junior and senior high sd1<x>ls of the
1970' s is mu:ealistic. 'As other asFects of instructional
nedia are fm.ded and glorified•••• , instruction in one of
the oldest fones of nedia--print~-nnJStnot be left in abeyanre. 1
Nature. The unanimity of reading authorities con-
cerning a need for secondary developmental programs is less
evident in discussions involving the form such programs
should take. A familiar argument continues to rage con-
cerning the desirability of direct skills instr~ction ver-
sus reading as a fusion of skills with content. The latter
continues to receive the greatest stress in professional
literature yet, largely due to the reluctance of secondary
teache~s to incorporate reading within their disciplines,
it is seldom implemented. However, the possibility of
future implementation is strengthened by the pragmatic
emphasis evident in recent articl(~s advocating reading-
content fusion. These articles stress practical consider-
ation such as how to adapt reading skills to the peculiar-
ities of each subject.
lRosewell, f· We All Teach Reading," p. 217.
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Similarly, discussions of content teacher preparation in
the form of pre-service or in-service are appearing with
increasing frequency. Research "brought to a practical
level in the education of secondary teachers"l is a factor
of recognized importance. Some beginning is also being
made in the area of teacher certification which would re-
quire content teachers to have some reading background.
It is this practica orientation wh.ich seems to offer the
greatest hope for the future. of reading-content fusion.
Although separate reading instruction receives
the most prominent emphasis in program implementation,
little in the way of a rationale is offered iri profes-
sional literature. Recognition of the commonality of read-
ing skills within all content fields and the existence of
transfer especially when the format of separate'instruction
is similar in context to the content field has been a strong
element in the justification of such instruction. Careful
delineation of the differing but mutually supportive J:<)..les
of the reading and content teachers is evident in recent
professional literature and may be responsible for the
eventual settlement of the argument as to which form of
reading instruction is best. The ideal program is beginning
to be emphasized as one involving both direct skills instruc-
tion and reading-content fusion.
IDolan, Secondary Developmental Reading Programs,
p. 11.
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Perhaps the most important development in the litera-
ture of the Right to Read decade is the growing recognition
that a b~ueprint or masterplan for secondary developmental
reading does exist in the form of those elements recogniz(;(l
as essential to a successful program. Factors common to all
programs that demonstrate a measure of effectiveness are:
program planning according to individual needs, assets and
liabilities; a two-fold goal emphases upon reading/study
skill development and the fostering of interest in reading;
specific goal emphases in the form of behaviorial objectives;
administrative and staff involvement and competence; avail-
ability of funds, facilities and materials; and a multi-
faceted approach to the teaching of reading.
In summary, some consensus of opinion has been
reached concerning the nature of the developmental program.
It is beginning to be recognized that a pattern for such
reading exists in the form of elements common to successful
programs. Justification for separate instruction has been
accepted as has admission of the importance of practical
considerations regarding reading-content fusion. Reading
authorities show signs of rejecting the idea of reading as
either direct instruction or reading-content fusion. Instead,
there is a growing recognition of the desirability of a pro~
gram .involving both formats.
Implementation. Examination of descriptions of
reading programs revealed a harmony between theory and prac-
tice as regards tIlt.':' blueprint for such p.r-ograms.
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Elements agreed upon by authori.ties as common to successful
programs were evident in the majority of reviewed curricula.
Further conformity between theory and practice was illus-
trated by the workability of several forms of reading instruc.A,·"'·
tion. Theoretical justi~ication of direct skills instruction
was seconded by program implementation which aptly demonstrated
the effectiveness of this format in influencing functional read-
ing change. Short-term. intensive elective units and the use of
a reading resource center were important factors in these sepa-
rate programs of instruction which are beginning to establish a
basis of educational viability.
Programs involving reading-content fusion, although
fewer in number, also demonstrated efficacy in bringing about
reading improvement. Stress upon content teacher preparation
,
and practical demonstrations of methodology echoes the theore-
tical recognition of the i~portance of such elements. The
effectiveness of the dual program.invol~ingboth formats has
also been displayed. The consensus of authoritative opinion
regarding program impoementation thus seconds that concerning
the nature of the program.
Feasibility. Are secondary developmental programs
feasible? If programs involving theoretical bases are put
into operation and if they are productive of reading improve-
ment,then their feasibility or workability must be acknow-
ledged. Thus the question of f~asibility is directly tied to
the success of program implementation.
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By what critical standards should such success be judged?
An understanding of the difference between research designs
and program descriptions allows the usage of more subjective
measures. Evaluation of reviewed programs according to the
presence or absence of those features deemed essential to
effective curricula was one standard employed by the writer.
Acceptance of the conclusions of those administrators, teachers
and students intimately involved in the program was another.
Such evaluation led to the conclusion that developmental read-
ing programs are eminently feasible. The enthusiastic judgment
of those involved in program implementation that their programs
were effective in bringing about reading improvement represents
a measure of agreement as to the feasibility of the secondary
developmental reading program.
Consideration of secondary developmental reading
results in both optimism and pessimism. That a need for such
programs exists and that it is only being partially met is
cause for pessimism. That reading theory and practice are
joining together to produce program viability is reason for
optimism. Before any satisfaction with the state of second-
ary developmental reading can be reached, many more programs
must be initiated and proven successful. Advanced reading
instruction must be present in every high school. Research
on the secondary level to study "components that could be
combined to formulate developmental reading systems"l and to
provide the theoretical basis for program improvement must be
undertaken.
lDolan, "Basic Asswnptions and Problems," p. 84.
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Too little attention has been paid to the teaching of reading
beyond the elementary stages. "The lion's share of research
and development has gone to studying methods and materials for
learning to read in the narrow sense of decoding words and
e e let 1 it e 1 · ,,1arr~v~ng a ·1 era, 0 en S1mp e, mean1ngs •••• At all time,
the importance of reading in life success as well as school
success must be emphasized •
•••a population that has leanled nerely to read is stbject to
manipulation" •••The right to read is the right to use reading
as a tex:>l for learning, as an aid to thinking. 2
It is the secondary school, providing developmental reading
instruction for all, which must playa vital role in the
formation of thinking citizens, reading to the full limits
of their capacity.
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